Installation Instructions for Precision Signs and Labels Inc Products

There are a few different types of products that is covered in this documents. They are listed below:

- Namestake
- Mini-Post
- Standard Post
- Standard Post Assembly Instructions

**NameStake**

Our standard NameStake can be simply pushed into the soil / bedding materials. There is also the option to use a spade and created a void to insert into first. In most cases, this will be sufficient for installation. In the case that our NameStake was ordered with the 90 Degree bend on the end; a hole will be required with satisfactory depth and diameter to accommodate the stakes end. Once the stake is inserted into the hole, rocks or concrete can be applied to cover the bent area. Once the concrete, if used, is dry the rest of the hole can be covered with dirt or bedding materials.

**Mini-Post**

Our mini-post almost always requires a hole to be dug. Once it is dug to sufficient depth and diameter, then either concrete or rock can be placed on top of the footplate. Once the concrete, if used, is dry then the remainder of the hole can be filled with dirt or bedding materials.

**Standard Post**

Our standard post almost always requires a hole to be dug. Once it is dug to sufficient depth and diameter, then either concrete or rock can be placed on top of the footplate. Once the concrete, if used, is dry then the remainder of the hole can be filled with dirt or bedding materials.

**Standard Post Assembly**

Precision Signs And Labels Inc is always looking to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of our products. As such, we have designed a new type of assembly collar that allows us to disassemble the post from the signs back plate for shipping purposes. This dramatically decreases the cost for shipping. When the post and sign with integral back plate arrive it will require the customer to assemble the sign to the post. This is
straightforward and fairly simple and requires only 4 screws to assemble. Completely unpack the signpost and sign. The sign can be assembled before it is installed into the ground, or it can be installed after (for a single post sign. A double post sign will require assembly before installation). Once the post is installed simply slip the collar that is welded onto the signs back plate into the post and insert the 4 screws provided using the provided security Allen head tool. Tighten the screws and the project is complete. For a two (2) post sign, install the assembled sign to make sure that everything lines up and fits together properly.